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SFF Auction 20 1 1 : This Is 
By Ashley M itchell 
When a night begins with pre­
game exercises led by Dean Zearfoss, 
you know that tonight, in the words 
of those pop hit savants the Black 
Eyed Peas, is going to be a good, 
good night. 
After years of success, the orga­
nizers of the 2011 Student Funded 
Fellowships (SFF) Auction demon­
strated that they were certainly not 
going to be the ones to drop the ball. 
Studemts, at least, were eager to drop 
the Benj amins. The auction raised 
$44,000 in funds to be d istributed 
in an effort to assist your neighbor­
hood public interest-oriented lL's to 
sustain themselves throughout their 
summer internship. This year, funded 
students are eligible to receive up to 
$3,850 in fellowship money. 
The silent and live auctions had 
items for s ale from far and wide. 
Third-year student Michael Mulva-
of the awesomeness of this deal? Let's 
break down the numbers: The Hawaii 
trip went for $3,000. Divide by eight 
students. (Stay with me now: the 
arithmetic is almost over. I promise.) 
Add nearly $1,000 chipped in by law 
professors. Now you do the math. 
No, really, you do the math. I'm a law 
student too, people. 
Vol.  6 1  No. 8 
Do 
Photo by Tim Estep 
never imagined that such a trip could 
be for the benefit of others. Add a bad­
mutha-shut-your-mouth professor to 
the mix and you have a match made 
in heaven. Plus, he's chipping in for 
burgers and ice cream after the once­
in-lifetime motorcyclic excursion. 
Blessed be Leonard Niehoff! 
nia, for example, opted for one-on- The night would not be complete 
one time and a trip to the Big House And while ordinarily I would not without table dancing, more alcohol 
with Professor (and law legend) J.J. recommend a trip to H-E-L-L, I also See SFF, page 6 
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Letter From the Editors 
Amazingly, the end of the year 
is upon us. Flowers are starting to 
poke out of the barren earth around 
Hutchins just as we were sure that, 
this time, spring was never going to 
come again. While we can't ignore 
the fact that time marches inexorably 
toward final exams, at least we have 
the consolation of knowing once May 
5th rolls around, another year of law 
school is behind us. 
This is the eighth and final Res 
Gestae issue of the year, capping off 
Volume 61, and we've tried to make 
this last issue as informative, hilarious, 
and photo-tastic as possible. 
Speaking of epic ordeals coming to 
an end, RG is losing two veritable law 
school Methuselahs this year-both 
Alysha Rooks and Tomek Koszylko 
are finally, finally graduating after 
four years of various dual-degreeing 
shenanigans. Having been on RG' s 
board in some capacity or other for 
the past four years, it's a little bit­
tersweet to let go, but the paper has 
been around for 61 years and will con­
tinue to charge forward, even without 
Rooks' protocol-be-damned leadership 
or Tomek's OCD-in-a-very-good-way 
management skillz. 
Like those sprouting green things 
in the law quad, the next generation 
of RG leadership is also breaking 
ground-Kevitt Adler and Connie 
Chang have been selected to be next 
year's co-editors-in-chief and are being 
trained to take the helm come August. 
This means that the Managing Editor 
and Layout Editor positions are vacant, 
so the search is on for new editors. If 
you're interested, please email us at 
rg@umich.edu and we can give you 
the lowdown on what it takes to be a 
Managing Editor or Layout Editor. It's 
not as hard as you think. Heck, if we 
can do it, anybody can. 
RG has been therapy in many ways. 
When shit got crazy, we channeled the 
crazy into the newspaper: sometimes 
for better, sometimes for worse. But 
much like anything, you remember les­
sons learned from failures longer than 
those picked up from easy victories. 
It's been a constant learning process 
to publish relevant, timely, and usu­
ally funny material for the student 
body while juggling the other hundred 
things we're supposed to keep in our 
heads as law students. But for both of 
us, it has been worth the effort. Sure, 
it's not Law Review. But there's a rea­
son for the sign on our office door that 
reads "LAW SCHOOL MISFITS AND 
TROUBLEMAKERS." We've said it 
before and we'll say it again-it has 
been the best experience we'll never 
get credit for. 
Over and out. 
Rooks, Editor-in-Chief Emeritus 
Tomek Koszylko, Web Editor Emeritus 
Prom Photos! See pages 10-1 1 
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Down and Dirty With Harry Hutchins 
by Tori Roth 
On my way back from a long night at Ash­
ley's a Jew weekends back, I was walking 
through the law quad and came upon the 
corbel of Harry Hutchins, perched above 
the main archway of the Lawyers Club, 
and stopped for a chat. He obliged me and 
provided a full interview. 
TR: Hey Harry! How's it hanging? Or 
should I say, crouching? 
HH: It's both hanging and crouching. 
TR: Do you ever feel cramped up 
there? 
HH: Yes. Sometimes my muscles feel 
like they're made out of stone. 
TR: I know what you mean. Why don't 
you get down and stretch? 
HH: I would, but my back hurts, and 
I'm kind of glued to this archway or 
column or whatever this thing is. 
TR: Well, as you're always there, and 
people usually don't even notice you 
(no offense), you must overhear some 
pretty interesting conversations and 
see some crazy stunts, right? Any good 
stories? 
HH: No offense taken. I often forget 
I'm here too. I do indeed see and hear 
way too many inappropriate things. 
In fact, the other corbels and I often 
bet as to what will be the most outra­
geous scene of the night as we nurse 
our goblets of mead. 
TR: You know all the other corbels? 
HH: Well, there's that medicine guy . . .  
and Erastus Haven, but I can't stand 
him. He's such a pretentious ass. 
TR: Huh. Never knew. Now for the re­
ally important questions: how do you 
like the image the MLaw construction 
project has created of you? 
HH: It makes me look fat. And that 
yellow hat does nothing for my eyes. 
TR: Speaking of the construction, 
how's that going? Are things on 
schedule? 
HH: Well, they were falling a little 
behind because one guy put in a stone 
that was tan, when the model wall 
clearly showed it was supposed to be 
light tan. I mean, hello? Hasn't he ever 
heard of paint-by-numbers? It can't be 
that hard. 
TR: You mean to tell me there's a dif­
ference between tan and "light" tan? 
HH: Duh. And don't even get me 
started on how "coral" and "salmon" 
are as different as oil and water. 
TR: Umm . . .  
HH: So after that fiasco was fixed, they 
needed to make up the lost time some­
how. They struck a deal with Career 
Services to hire the unemployed 3Ls 
as construction lackeys in exchange for 
the law school being able to count them 
in their "law-related employment" 
stats. Everybody wins. 
TR: Except for the 3Ls and recent 
grads . . .  
HH: Semantics. 
TR: Say the world is about to end, and 
you can only choose three student 
groups to help create a new world on 
an alien planet. Which ones do you 
choose and why? 
choose the Res Gestae, in order to pub­
lish outlandish news articles and stir 
up controversy to keep me entertained. 
Second, I'd choose SFF, for their amaz­
ing ability to convince faculty and stu­
dents to make fools of themselves and 
shell out money for a "good cause," 
when we all know it's only being used 
to install a hot tub on the roof. The last 
group I'd choose is Reproductive Jus­
tice because of their promotion of sex 
education and concern for my sexual 
health. 
TR: Sexual health? Is there a special 
lady in your life right now? 
HH: Not yet, but I've had my eyes on 
that sculpture of Portia over by the 
Martha Cook dormitory for a while 
now. I'm thinking of inviting her over 
to my arch, but not before I get my 
hands on some Viagra or a stimulating 
penile salve of some sort. If you think 
70-year-olds have it bad, try being 164. 
Know what I mean? 
TR: Err, no. [awkward pause.] Sooo, what 
advice would you give to the lLs as 
they prepare for exams? 
HH: Don't worry about the legal ques­
tions. It's all econ-based. Forget those 
outlines and just bring a calculator. 
Since her interview, Tori has avoided the 
Lawyers Club main archway at all costs. 
Have a question or comment? Email us at 
rg@umich.edu. 
For the record, Erastus Haven would like to note 
HH: Well, that's obvious. First I'd that Harry Hutchins is an insufferable nancypants. 
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Zach Letter Law 
LawOpen Emails I Wish Would Be Sent 
By Zach Dembo & Andrew Park 
Let's Go Red Wings!- Support the greatest franchise in all sports- the Detroit Red Wings! www.redwings.nhl.com At:cut these aJ� 8J l:F.} 
« Back to "Lawopen" Remove labei"Lawopen" Report spam Delete Move to., Labels., More actions ., 1 of3 Older, 
[lawopen] Re: offensively bad RG satire Lat\:op:n I v 
Albert Coholto [Unofficial +, Reply ., 
This is clearly a sensitive topic, so I will quietly consider my position and express my emotions face to face 
rather than sending an offensive and poorly-thought out e-mail while hiding behind the false veil of anonymity my 
school e-mail address consisting of my last name and first initial provides. 
Albert Nodgaard Cohol 
JD 2012 
MBA2009 
BS 2004 
coholal@umich. edu 
acohol@gmail. com 
AIM: imgoingtosueyouintort 
Home (734) 557-9586 
Beeper (734) 9 42-7319 
Cell (313) 365-1 926 
Fax (734 ) 427 5386 
+> BruJ!!i -, Reply to aU -+ Forward 
William O'Reilly to [Unofficial �ri�1H.<J9..\i"il§ 8:20PM (4 1 minutes ago) +,Reply 
While I was recently offended by an interchange on this listserv, I recognize that some people are beyond 
reason. I will not make the situation worse by making an even more irrational response to an already bad 
situation. 
Tide goes in, tide goes out. Never a miscommunication. You can1 explain that. 
+> BruJ!!i *>Reply to aU -+Forward 
[lawopen] E-mail replaced by in person conversation with Jenna Hartnett 
Gunter Farnsworth to [Unofficial 
Hey guys, tee hee tee hee .. 
.iill�S.\'!Ialh. 8:24 PM (45 minutes ago) 
oh wait. I almost wasted 1100 people's time by making an inside joke that only one other person understands 
on a listserv that goes to the entire law school. My bad. 
Transferring to Ross School. 
+>&ply *>Reply to all -+ Forward 
[lawopen] NOT WTB Prom Ticket 
Jack Donaghy to [Unofficial 
Lawop-=-n I'\ 
show det:JIIs 8:24 PM (45 minutes ago) +,Reply ., 
I almost posted without reading any of the previous posts selling the exact same thing I'm looking to buy. 
Good thing I didn't do that, because it would be really frustrating to see such a visible market failure as 
everyone's trying to simultaneously sell and buy without success. 
Laser shield 
+>Reply *>Reply to all -+ Fornard 
A.!ioveJite.J . .rrw 
Your number one source 
for all the legal news you 
don't want to know about 
or care about in the 
slightest. 
:'{;,�,�/:,�:·_,_:l..:,'.� �:��:�,� tb.��-!.;;(;t�--�� f?1.Y.• 
l.�'!i.Fxitj_1Jy,.FJhi_1!y 
Kickin' in the front seat 
Sittin' in the back seat 
Gotta make my mind up 
Which seat can I take? 
Ei�hYJ.\IJl.:� .  P..Y.!!H!.�J�.! 
Pop a poppler in your mouth 
when you come come to 
Fishy Joe's. 
What they're made of is a 
mystery, where they come 
from no-one knows. 
You can pick 'em, you can 
lick 'em, you can chew 'em, 
you can stick 'em If you promise 
not to sue us you can shove one 
up your nose. 
-�tY: .:.;:.\.Lfi;��j.Q_fi:L.:,:}_T= 
A.c!.m.irf!J.A.!;.!tl:wi'.�JJ�l.l.�i!!:.ls�.! 
Ackbars fishsticks from the sea, 
they cook so tender and flaky, 
whip some up for you and me, 
to pass them is a big mistakey! 
V..ll\liH.tZ 
Vegan, vegetarian, or 
vegan-curious? Casual and 
nonjudgmental support & 
opportunities to connect! 
Monthly meet ups within the 
community JOIN NOWt 
�j l.t.r�.:.f.:JL}:.r:.!.!.r.L.:::.cn_)/��::·_?.:�.��ri:.�.�:! .'J.:�r 
C.ll.ntiYQr!l.? 
Chances are you don't need 
some wimpy support group. 
Keep being AWESOME! 
�-.} tp:.//.t�.l.1.��-l�l.\ ..  �: .  �;_fr;/i.1.".=.0.��i _i:::i)l'_(: __ 
�.l!m.ill!. the_W.Qnl! 
An innocent man needs your 
help! Falsely accused for 
another man's crimes, help 
free Achmed. Visit the website, 
get educatedask how you 
can help. 
--------------111 �.cs ®.csht.c • J\pril13, 2011 
[lawopen] NOT WTS Prom Ticket 
sho·N_ilizlili.!�. 8:24PM (45 minutes ago) +,Reply Y 
'""'""'"'"""-HH>ft oool.n oo•••••••i 
Unlike a goldfish, which does not understand linear time, I have adequately planned my schedule sufficiently 
in advance so that I can still use the ticket I bought literally one day ago. I also realize that taking a few hours ' 
out of my Saturday evening will probably not jeopardize my bar results two years from now 
Certified Analyst '09 
Certified Therapist '08 
Appointments available by phone 
La.-op�n I X 
Sallah Mohammed Faisel ei-Kahir to [Unofficial ;;bDYiqfitilJ.$ 8:24 PM (45 minutes ago) 
Students who Shepardize/Keycite/Google Buzz this case involving something you'll never encounter in 
the real world first gets total immunity from the bizarre situation of being solicited for a business you're 
guaranteed to use anyway by your own friends while walking to class. Runners up are promised only 
peripheral eye contact and no assaults with Wii controllers. 
A British tar is a soaring soul, 
As free as a mountain bird 
+, Rru:l!ll *> Reo!y to all -+ Forward 
[lawopen] Anyone know .... 
Thomas Bangalther to [Unofficial ;;.hQ.�Y¢!l.tili.!.§ 8:24PM {45 minutes ago) +)Reply -r 
I almost wrote an incredibly esoteric e-mail asking if anyone knew any Italian numismatists living in 
Barren, Alaska. Fortunately I realized what an utter waste of everyone's time this is, so I will instead take 
a long hard look at my life and wonder why I'd ever have such a specific request that I couldn't find out 
on my own. 
http://tinyurl. com/daft son 
+> � *>Reply to aiJ -+ Forward 
[lawopen] Re: person who can't stop sneezing in the RR La·Mp•n I 
Eddie Sharpe to [Unofficial 5!l!L'.{Q!l1B!L'? 8:.24 PM (45 minutes ag.o) +)Reply 
Wow, this interchange reflects poorly on the law school. Fortunately, I realize that sending it to 
AboveThelaw would reflect even more poorly on the law school where I am currently enrolled. It would als( 
making me an attention hungry dumb. Therefore, I will use the kind of sound discretion my future career 
demands, and not forward it. 
University of Alabama '08 
South Arkansas Christian High School '04 
+,Reply *>Reply to all -+ FoMard 
[lawopen] WTDate L•...oP"" I:>< 
Elsa Schneider to [Unofficial llb!!.WQ§.l!!l)?. 8:24PM {45 minutes ag.o) . +)Reply 
5'11" out of shape Southern redhead. Must have encyclopedic knowledge of American history and 
West Wing. Ability to write substandard .satire a plus. 
PhD, Medieval History, University ofVienna '07 
!lelp .115 . .fi .rut <L e.um.! 
It's a real disease that inflicts 
dozens of us. Dozens. 
Although not yet recognized 
in the states, "nie vollstaendig 
nude" is a real and serious 
affliction that needs wider 
recognition. Donate what you 
can. Together, we can beat it I 
J__l!j:!..�:L JJ£V�- r --nudc. G.Q!Jl 
team to Sparkl!;l.! 
Be a hit with the ladies. Join 
our top-rated training program 
to become the Edward all the 
girls are looking fori 
Y.:'�l·:'·:·-l. k:reV·3r8i:Jn•?. :..:c�x 
Spice _\!!L.i'QYL !l.!!.liY-P a!!YJ 
Are your get-togethers boring? 
Kick things off right and hire one 
of our Magicians Alliance 
approved professional Magicians. 
Don't call them tricks. T hey 
perform illusions for money. 
\·.�Y�Y'! ..UJ:�.iJC!.�·! i.��)!,J_ r �h1 .::JV�IL�; __ q_iJ.' 
511 
Solution to Sudoku on page 6: 
9 f L l . S  9 6 I t 
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f 9 t $ z 8 I •. 6 I. 
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Student Funded Wackiness: 
The Photographic Evidence 
SFF from Cover Page 
than should probably be condoned 
at a law school function, and even 
a special impromptu (if procrasti­
nated) duet from Professors Sonja 
Starr and John Pottow. 
Job well done SFF folks! Lucky lL 
students everywhere will be more 
than happy to accept your hard­
fought auction cash-well, as soon 
as they can get one of those noble­
yet-strangely-elusive public interest 
employers to accept their free labor. 
All photos on this page by Tim Estep 
Thrilled about your auction win­
nings ? Send your comments, questions, 
or adiitional photos you'd like published 
on our website to rg@umich.edu. 
--------------ill Jf\.es @.esta.e • J\pril 13 , 201 1  
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The Law Library: Legal Advice With a 
Generous Dose of Moral Suppport 
by Tomek Koszylko 
In general, libraries tend to 
get a bad rap as the silent and 
intolerant bastions of academia. 
I sat down last week and had a 
chat with Barb Garavaglia, the 
Assistant Director of the Law 
Library, and Jenny Selby, the 
Head of Reference, to dispel some 
myths and learn about the many 
services-both official and unof­
ficial-that the library provides 
to MLaw students. 
TK: So, in your opinion, why 
do you think students have 
a less-than-positive opinion 
of the Law Library? I as­
sume there's a sort of perfect 
storm of stereotypes: librar­
ians are supposed to be severe 
and humorless, law school is 
stressful, so therefore "law 
librarians" must be tiber­
severe, tiber-humorless, and 
tiber-stress-inducing. How do 
you respond to that? 
BG & JS: We think that a 
significant part of the misper­
ception of librarians and 
libraries is a result of the fact 
that librarianship has long 
been a feminized profession. 
Traditional gender stereo­
types portrayed librarians 
as severe women with their 
hair pulled into tight buns, 
glasses, sensible shoes, dour 
expressions, and pursed lips. 
Nothing could be further 
from the truth. Librarians 
and law librarians are highly 
educated and skilled profes­
sionals who are friendly, ap­
proachable, and dedicated to 
helping law students navigate 
the stressful waters of law 
school. 
TK: What were your hac­
grounds before you became 
librarians? 
BG: Before becoming a law 
librarian, I worked as a re­
search attorney. After finish­
ing my Masters degree in 
information science I became 
the assistant director of the 
State Law Library in Lansing, 
then came to the University 
of Michigan Law Library to 
become Head of Reference. 
I have been a member of the 
State Bar of Michigan since 
1981 .  
JS:  I practiced patent law for 
4-5 years at Harness, Dickey 
& Pierce in Troy, where I was 
on the partnership track. 
I later earned my Masters 
degree in Information from 
the University of Michigan 
School of Information in 2001. 
I have been a member of the 
State Bar of Michigan since 
1996 and a member of the 
Patent Bar since 1997. 
TK: Huh. I didn't expect that. 
I suppose another misconcep­
tion is that librarians have 
always been librarians. How 
did you decide that this \'Vas 
what you wanted to do? Was 
there an epiphany, or was 
it a decision that developed 
over time? 
BG: I experienced an epiph­
any. I originally planned to 
work as a public interest at­
torney, either as a legal aid 
attorney or environmental 
lawyer. 
During the the bar exam, the 
man sitting across from me 
mentioned that he was a law 
librarian and described his 
work. This intrigued me, so 
after the exam I went to the 
Law Library and asked to 
speak to a law librarian, who 
turned out to be Margaret 
Leary. Margaret generously 
lent me several books about 
the profession and talked 
to me at some length about 
the work. After this I was 
hooked-the profession was 
exactly what I wanted, one 
in which I could use my legal 
and research skills while also 
helping a variety of people 
with legal issues and prob­
lems. 
JS: A seed was planted in 
law school when I interacted 
with a law librarian who 
was also an attorney and law 
professor. I knew I wanted 
to practice patent law and 
eagerly pursued that path, 
but kept law librarianship 
as a very viable option for a 
future career. 
TK: How many librarians 
work at the library? What are 
some of their pre-law-library 
backgrounds? 
JS & BG: There are currently 
12 librarian positions in the 
Law Library. Seven of the 
twelve positions require JD 
degrees and Masters degrees 
in information/ library sci­
ence; passing the bar exam is 
highly desirable for the dual­
degreed positions. The other 
5 librarian positions are also 
critical to the work of the Law 
Library; the librarians in these 
positions handle important 
See LIBRARY, next page 
SUDOKU 
#76, Difficulty: Hard. Solution on page 5. 
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LIBRARY, from previous page 
areas such as cataloging and electronic 
and systems services, along with other 
behind-the-scenes functions. 
TK: What misperception do you find 
most unfortunate about the Law Li­
brary? 
BG & JS: I think the biggest mispercep­
tion is that the library is no longer need­
ed because all research can be conducted 
using Google, Lexis, and Westlaw, and 
that the librarians have no expertise to 
offer because all the students are already 
comfortable doing their research using 
Google. 
While Google, Lexis, and Westlaw are 
indeed invaluable, a critical component 
of legal education from a librarian's 
perspective is teaching law students 
how to figure out the most cost-effective 
and efficient research approach, which 
often involves using a variety of for­
mats: print-free electronic and for-fee 
electronic resources. 
We are also committed to supporting law 
students through the stresses of exams. 
The Law Library purchases research and 
study aids such as hornbooks, nutshells, 
and the Examples and Explanations series 
(which we recently acquired after a stu­
dent requested it), and we make a huge 
effort to keep the Law Library quiet dur­
ing exams for the benefit of the students. 
TK: Non sequitur time: how bad is it 
to sneak food into the library, really? 
I'm thinking Power Bars, of course, or 
something portable and not messy like 
that. Is the food ban so that we don't 
ruin the books? 
BG & JS: The food ban is to keep the 
library free of "vermin," as the late Pro­
fessor Beverly Pooley used to say. Food 
debris attracts mice, cockroaches, sil­
verfish, and other creatures; these pests 
are not only kind of gross, they also eat 
books or use the pages of books to make 
nests, thus threatening the long-term 
preservation of one of the world's best 
legal collections. In addition, the Univer­
sity doesn't provide the kind of janitorial 
services needed in a food establishment, 
and no law student wants to set his or 
her books and laptops down onto the 
remains of someone' s pizza or peanut 
butter and jelly sandwich. 
An anecdote: several years ago, a law 
student was sitting at the window on a 
stool and studying for exams. Suddenly, 
a mouse that had been scared away from 
somewhere else in the library ran up his 
pant leg. His immediate response was to 
jump up, scream and smash whatever 
it was that had run into his pant leg. Fi­
nally, the now-dead mouse dropped out 
and he brought it to the Reference Desk. 
We accepted the dead mouse for disposal 
and assured the law student that we 
used every possible effort to keep mice 
out of the library, the most significant 
being to prohibit food in the library. 
TK: Working for the RG, I've gone 
through a lot of newspaper archives. 
One item that stands out is a picture of 
the then-active Barristers student group 
throwing a "stealth dance party" in the 
subs, wearing sunglasses and dancing 
on the tables (and looking a little drunk). 
What are some of the craziest things 
you've seen here over the years? 
BG: No comment on the Barristers' ac­
tions, which I saw firsthand in the past. 
The craziest thing I've seen recently was 
a photo shoot in the subs for the Mr. 
Wolverine contest. I received a complaint 
from several law students who said that 
there were students playing golf and 
making a lot of noise on sub-3. 
When I went down to check it out, I saw 
3-4 students playing golf-they had 
created a small sand trap by bringing 
in sand from the outside, they had golf 
clubs and they were putting and laugh­
ing a lot. There was a photographer 
with a camera on a tripod and one of the 
guys was dressed in some sort of white 
coveralls sort of like an astronaut worker 
from a toxic waste site. My first reac­
tion was laughter-it was quite funny. 
I quickly found out that they were just 
taking pictures for the contest and that 
they would clean up the sand when they 
were done. So, I left them to it and just 
asked them to keep the noise down as 
much as possible. 
TK: One of the things you mentioned 
earlier is that the librarians mentor law 
students. How do you do that? 
JS: First, we recruit law students to work 
for us in Reference and Faculty Services, 
and we use this opportunity to provide 
skills training and to offer advice to stu­
dents about how to approach their future 
employment in terms of what research 
and other skills will be needed. We also 
serve as references for the students who 
have worked for us; these law students 
have let us know that working for the 
Law Library helped them in their sum­
mer employment because they went 
in with strong research skills. Because 
we've all been through law school and 
the bar exam, we are also able to offer 
advice about minimizing stress, school I 
work/life balance, among other things. 
TK: Is it true that you give out free coffee 
during exam periods? Will you be doing 
that again this year? 
BG & JS: Yes, we decided to do during 
the Fall 2010 exam period because we 
wanted to do something nice and sup­
portive of law students at such a stressful 
time. When we saw that many students 
didn't see the coffee and water on sub-1, 
we decided to put it on a cart and wheel 
it around to serve the coffee and water in 
the law-student-only half of the Reading 
Room and through the subs. It was fun, 
and though some students thought it 
was funny they did happily accept the 
beverages. We plan to do this again for 
the winter term exams in April. 
TK: Another challenge I had 2L year was 
trying to write a student note for the 
Journal of Law Reform. It didn't work 
out so well; the note was a piece of crap. 
And preempted to boot. What should I 
have done differently? 
BG & JS: Two things: consult the re­
search guide on the Law Library website 
called "Tips and Websites for Selecting 
a Note Topic" and, more importantly, 
See LIBRARY, page 1 3  
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Prom 2011 :  A Red Carpet Event? 
Well, There Was Carpet 
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APALSA Soiree Does Good for Do-Gooders 
by Connie Chang 
Last month, the Asian Pacific 
American Law Students Association 
(APALSA) held their sixth annual 
Origins banquet-a cultural event.for 
both APALSA members and the gen­
eral MLaw community. Students and 
faculty filled a swanky events room at 
Palmer Commons, many dressed in 
colorful cultural attire. Keeping with 
the banquet theme of "Mobilizing our 
All APALSA Photos by James Do 
Generation," topic cards were promi­
nent on the dinner tables as center­
pieces, each card describing a topic of 
concern to the Asian Pacific American 
population. These cards, with topics 
such as "The Model Minority," "The 
Bamboo Ceiling," and "Asian Ameri­
cans in the Media" sparked lively 
conversation over dinner. 
Rubina Mustafa, a staff attorney 
at the Detroit Center for Family Ad­
vocacy, was the keynote speaker. Ms. 
Mustafa started her speech by posing 
questions to the audience, such as: 
"What are you going to do when 
you grow up?" 
"What does it mean to be a lawyer?" 
Ms. Mustafa shared stories illus­
trating the injustices and rewards that 
she has dealt with as a public interest 
lawyer. She challenged the audience to 
consider public interest work: 
"Children need a voice, and fami­
lies need a voice . . .  as a lawyer, you 
have to keep fighting and keep push­
ing that message. If you don't fight, 
then there is no voice. Be the voice for 
justice." 
Recipients of APALSA's annual 
Public Interest Fellowship were also 
announced .  The fel lowships are 
awarded every year to two MLaw 
students. Reena Bajowala, a 2005 
alumnus, presented 
the awards. Ms. Ba­
jowala was the vice­
president of APAL­
SA during her time 
at the Law School 
and was the founder 
of the both the Ori­
gins banquet and the 
Public Interest Fel­
lowship. 
The Publ ic  In-
terest Fel lowship 
provides funding to 
highly qualified first year law students 
who plan to spend their lL summer 
working for public interest organi­
zations. As Ms. Bajowala noted, the 
fellowship was founded to encourage 
Asian-American law students to go 
into the public and non-profit legal 
sector, where they can contribute 
to the Asian-American community 
directly or indirectly: by serving low­
income AsianAmericans,or simply by 
increasing Asian-American diversity 
by entering a legal field where Asian 
Americans have traditionally been 
underrepresented. 
The Fellowship was presented this 
year to lLs Anna Han and Renita 
Khanduja, both of whom have exten­
sive public interest experience with the 
Asian American community. 
Anna will work this summer for 
the housing unit of Bay Area Legal 
Aid in California, advocating for ten­
ants' rights. She will help low-income 
clients who are wrongfully evicted 
from their homes or who suffer from 
other forms of housing discrimination. 
In addition, Anna will assist in Chinese 
language outreach and in educating 
communities about homelessness 
prevention and affordable housing, 
which will benefit the millions of Asian 
immigrants living in the Bay Area. 
Renita will work this summer with 
the Human Rights Law Network in 
New Delhi, India. This non-profit 
organization of lawyers and human 
rights activists are dedicated to im­
proving human rights conditions in 
India. As an intern, Renita will engage 
in grassroots litigation over issues like 
human trafficking, with the overall 
goal of enforcing the rights of margin­
alized populations in India. 
Comments ? Email us at rg@umich.edu. 
Fellowship recipients Renita Khanduja and 
Anna Han. 
More Origins photos on page 20! 
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set up an appointment with a reference 
librarian for a one-on-one research con­
sultation by emailing askalawlibrarian@ 
umich.edu. 
TK: I wish I had thought of that 1L/2L 
year. It might have saved me a good 
deal of needless pain and suffering. I 
was definitely one of those students who 
didn't want to bother law librarians with 
inappropriate or inane requests. 
I imagine that getting students to talk 
to you about questions they personally 
think are kind of stupid or irrelevant 
is a big hurdle to overcome. Is there a 
specific email address students should 
send questions to, or can they contact 
you directly? 
BG & JS: Yes, as previously noted, law 
students should email askalawlibrari-
an@umich.edu. We never judge students 
negatively-we've all been there and 
have all felt uninformed and "stupid." 
Note that we are able to help with legal 
research as well as research in other 
fields and disciplines. 
TK: One last question, while we're on 
the topic of men to ring and career advice. 
What are some tips you have for students 
on job interviews, internships, and start­
ing full-time jobs? 
BG and JS: In terms of job interviews, 
remember that you are interviewing 
them as much as they are interviewing 
you. Don't try to be someone you're not 
because you will likely be unhappy in 
the job if it's not the right fit for you. 
Ask appropriate questions during the 
interview and try to get a true feel for the 
expectations, environment, and culture 
of the prospective employer. 
When on the job in an internship, sum­
mer job, or full-time employment, have 
a pad and pen handy when you leave 
your office because someone might give 
you an assignment in an informal setting 
such a coffee lounge or hallway. You 
should ask questions when taking an as­
signment to be sure you understand the 
scope and nature of the project as well 
as how many hours you should spend 
on it. Also, ask follow-up questions to 
avoid going off in the wrong direction. 
Questions for the RG? Email us at rg@ 
umich.edu. Questions for the Law Library? 
Email askalawlibrarian@umich.edu. 
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ReS Gestae to Open Career Services Wing 
by Tomek Koszylko 
Not so much. But if we did, the first thing we would do is develop a job questionnaire, much like this one. 
========= RES GESTAE CAREER SERVICES QUESTIONNAIRE ========= 
Directions: Please fill out the following questionnaire to the best of your ability, selecting the response that most 
closely matches your opinion. Please choose only one response per question. 
1L Year. These questions are intended to measure your 
opinions during your 1L  year. If you are not currently a 1L, 
please choose the response the most closely corresponds to 
the opinion you held 1L  year. 
1 .  What month did you first contact potential 
employers to inquire about internships or summer 
associate positions? 
(A) December 
(B) January 
(C) February 
(D) Tequila 
(E) Zoloft 
2 .  How many inquiries to employers, in total, did 
you make during your summer job search? An 
'inquiry' includes letters, emails, phone calls, etc. 
(A) Less than 10 
(B) 10 to 100 
(C) 100 to 500 
(D) 500 to 1,000 
(E) Puck you I'm tired 
3. Do you have a summer internship lined up? 
(A) Yes 
(B) No 
(C) Not sure 
(D) Shit 
(E) Puck 
2L Year. These questions are intended to measure your 
opinions during 2L year. If you are not currently a 2L, 
please choose the response the most closely corresponds to 
the opinion you held or expect to hold 2L year. 
4. How would you describe your OCI experience? 
(A) Inspirational 
(B) Constipational 
(C) Horrifying 
(D) Depressing 
(E) Someone stab me please 
5. How many call-back interviews did you receive 
from your OCI experience? 
(A) More than 15 
(B) 10 to 15 
(C) 5 to 9 
(D) Less than 5 
(E) Die bastard die 
6. How would you describe the nature of the advice 
you received from Careers Services or the Office of 
Public Service? 
(A) Helpful 
(B) Unhelpful 
(C) Irrelevant 
(D) Hilarious 
(E) I wasn't listening 
3L Year. These questions are intended to measure your 
opinions during your 3L year. If you are not currently a 3L, 
please choose the response the most closely corresponds to 
the opinion you held or expect to hold 3L year. 
7. Do you have a job lined up after graduation? 
(A) Yes 
(B) No 
(C) Not sure 
(D) Tequila 
(E) Zoloft 
8. Which of the following was most important in 
choosing between your multiple job offers? 
(A) Money 
(B) Location 
(C) Area of law 
(D) Firm prestige 
(E) Shut the fuck up 
9. Is the job you currently have the sort of job that 
you were expecting to get upon graduation? 
(A) Yes, I am very happy 
(B) Yes, if by "expecting" you mean "I will 
whore out to whoever will pay my loans" 
(C) No, but don't tell my jerk boss 
(D) No, but it will be a learning experience 
(E) It's "whomever," not "whoever," asshole 
10. Do you feel that the Law School provided you an 
accurate and realistic description of your future 
job prospects upon graduation? 
(A) No 
(B) LOL 
(C) LMFAO 
(D) Tequila 
(E) Zoloft 
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Supreme Court Roundup: Sex 
by Lauren Rogal 
Supreme Court justices past and pres­
ent answer law students' most burning 
questions. 
When is the appropriate time to inform my 
girlfriend of my VD? 
-Lefty, 3L from Amarillo, TX 
S calia: Based on the text of your 
question, I have no idea what you are 
blathering on about Lefty. Have you 
lost control of your bowel functions 
and need to disclose a "Voluminous 
Diaper"? Have you been experiment­
ing with a new Vodka Drink that you'd 
like your girlfriend to sample? Or 
perhaps, if you're a real lowlife, you've 
been hiding glamour shots of that 
hussy Vivian Davis? The vagueness 
of your question completely precludes 
any judicial consideration. 
Ginsburg: Immediately! And your 
terminology is obsolete, young man. 
This is what we get for abstinence-only 
education; I haven't heard "VD" since 
puberty. 
My boyfriend Roy and I have a great re­
lationship, but lately he's been begging to 
pee on me. I'm really not comfortable with 
that. What should I do? 
-Fatima, 2L from Trenton, N] 
Kagan: I must recuse myself from this 
matter, as it too closely resembles is­
sues I encountered as a lawyer for the 
federal government. 
O'Connor: This dilemma clearly calls 
for a three-factor balancing test. The 
first factor is Roy's interest in peeing 
on you. Yes, most of us naturally wish 
to try this, but does it rise to the level 
of an actual need? In determining this, 
ask whether he has any special scro­
tum conditions and how far he's come 
in life without peeing on his partners. 
The second factor is your interest in 
remaining pee-free. Things to consider 
include the effect of ammonia on your 
skin tone, the odor of Roy's urine, how 
well he projects a nice rainbow, and 
intangibles such as whether it's likely 
to come out at a bachelorette party. 
The third factor is the likelihood that 
this will lead to a parade of horrible 
bodily fluids. 
Now balance away! Remember, no 
single factor is more important the 
others or dispositive on its own! 
Who makes better lovers in your collective 
experience, Italians or Brazilians ? 
-Gabe, 1L  from Minneapolis, MN, 
deciding where to study abroad 
Roberts: This is not a forum for con­
sideration of foreign places or peoples. 
Scalia: Italians, you nitwit. Now don't 
go contaminating our gene pool. 
Thomas: 
Kennedy: According to the recent 
polling figures out of Bratislava, Ital­
ian supremacy in bed is hooey, and 
Brazilians are more talk than toned, 
if you get my meaning. The definitive 
winner was Liechtenstein. 
I have a horrible dilemma. Should I tell my 
husband that lately, when I'm having sex 
with him, I'm actually picturing the cable 
guy? On the up side, it may encourage 
my husband to work out (the cable guy's 
ripped). On the down side, it may convince 
him to leave me for that skank Flossie from 
Kinko's. Help! 
-Mavis, LLM from Wales 
Kennedy: It depends on the level of 
imagery you' re experiencing. The 
threshold for telling your husband is 
if you're "regularly" imagining the 
cable guy. This is a higher standard 
than "often" but a lower standard 
than "constantly." I hope this nuanced, 
graduated approach solves your prob­
lem, Mavis. 
My girlfriend loves to talk dirty in bed, but 
I don't feel comfortable with it. So most of 
our dirty talk is unilateral, and she's dis­
satisfied. What should I do ? 
-Kody, 2L from Effingham, IN 
Ali to: So-called "dirty talk" is of­
fensive to the ears of the honorable. 
People have the right to protection 
from it. Jeez Louise, first people like 
stomping on poor rodents with fuck­
me pumps, and now this? 
Why do you think there isn't a hetero ver­
sion of Grindr? 
-Angelica, 3L from Baton Rouge, LA 
Souter: I assume that "Grindr" is a 
new dance, a lindy hop for the mil­
lennia! generation. In this case, I see 
no reason for its limitation to those 
who identify as homosexual, unless 
pregnancy is an imminent risk. 
Sotomayor: Because the proximity of a 
sentient being is a low standard, missy. 
Kagan: I have heard through a cousin's 
friend's sister-in-law that a lesbian 
version of Grindr is under develop­
ment. Of course, this is mere hearsay 
and I have no personal knowledge of 
the matter. 
Scalia: Always, this lack of respect for 
the framers! Ben Franklin invented the 
whole concept of Grindr. 
The Justices are happy to provide more 
sex advice on request. Send your burning, 
itching questions to rg@umich.edu. 
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How to Build a Greener Gothic Fortress 
by Laure n  Rogal 
Recen t ly I had some t ime to chat  
with Michele Frasier Wing, Director 
of Finance and Planning at the Law 
School, to discuss what sort of green 
innovations are being implemented in 
constructing the new building across 
the s treet. Here is what she had to say 
in response to my questions. 
LR: How was the plan for green 
construction conceived and final­
ized? Whom did the law school 
consult on this issue? 
MFW: The Law School has been 
working for Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) 
equivalency since the beginning of 
plans for the current building proj­
ect. For anyone not familiar with 
LEED, it is a set of standards set 
by the U.S. Green Building Council 
which provide certification of the 
"green-ness" of a building based 
upon a set of standards that range 
from standard to "platinum" certi­
fication. It's truly a complicated pro­
cess that requires both green design 
and green practices in the building 
process . Our architects have in­
house LEED experts; we have an 
outside consultant tracking our 
process and preparing documenta­
tion for us; and our contractors have 
an on-site expert who monitors and 
documents the green practices re­
quired in the construction process. 
LR: What features of the new build­
ing are you proudest of in terms of 
promoting sustainability? 
MFW: Well, it's totally not sexy, but 
some of the best and most green fea­
tures of the new building will be the 
temperature and lighting controls 
in the building. It is sooooo much 
harder to create a more sustainable 
temperature control system when 
you have such extreme tempera­
tures to deal with (it can be a 100 
degree swing in any given year!)­
much harder than for those in more 
temperate climates. We have this 
really sophisticated, chemical-free 
heating I cooling system and a light­
ing control system that Lois Harden, 
our Facilities Director, will be taking 
a week-long class to learn how to 
use. The University has also moved 
to green housekeeping practices, 
and we are using materials that are 
low emission. There will be a bottle 
filler in the basement (and we are, 
by the way, putting in 3 new ones 
in LR and Hutchins-I'm on a mis­
sion to reduce or get rid of bottled 
water! ) .  We will also be using na­
tive plantings intended to thrive 
in this environment without much 
additional irrigation or chemicals. 
LR: What is the timeline for obtain­
ing LEED Silver certification? 
M FW: Very smooth, Lauren . . .  ! 
haven't said anything about Silver 
certification. Yes, we are working 
toward Silver. It has always been a 
goal and we've planned everything 
as well as we can to get there, but 
it's all in the review process. You 
can't ever be assured in this exercise 
that the way our experts see things 
is the same way the Green Building 
Council sees things, so every proj­
ect, we're told, loses points in the 
review. As for the timeline, I think 
Ross just got their silver certification 
in January, so it isn't quick. 
LR: How does the building compare 
to other U-M facilities in terms of 
sustainability? 
MFW: I think all you need to do 
to answer that question is sit next 
to the window in any classroom in 
Hutchins . . .  But, going forward, the 
University has a requirement that 
any building with a construction 
budget over $10M must be LEED 
Silver certified. Our building was 
well underway before that require­
ment was in place. 
LR: Will there be compost bins in 
the new building? 
MFW: We're working on that one. 
Ann Arbor doesn't have much (or 
any) infrastructure for supporting 
composting on campus, and at this 
point, the campus has no program. 
We're trying to figure out how we 
can do it on our own or in collabora­
tion with another school or college. 
Currently, the Environmental Law 
Society is coordinating an effort to 
have compostables picked up by 
Wishing Tree Garden, a local orga­
nization that grows fresh produce 
and donates it to Food Gatherers. 
LR: Can anyone estimate how much 
money will be saved in the long run 
(say, 1 0-20 years) from the green 
design? 
MFW: I bet there is someone out 
there who can! Seriously, though, 
it can be more expensive to build 
a sustainable building (think how 
much cheaper it would be if we just 
threw everything out; sorting, recy­
cling, and properly hauling things 
away takes money), but you make 
up the cost over time in energy and 
water savings. 
Do you have any other questions not 
answered in this enviro-tete-a-tete ? Tell 
us at rg@umich.edu. 
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Beauty and the Bite 
I May Be Me, but I'm Pe�fectly Good at It 
by Chaka Laguerre 
Welcome back from Spring Break! I 
hope everyone had a fabulous time on 
the beach, at home with loved ones, or on 
the net. I took someone's advice and went 
back, back to Jamaica, and I had a blast!  
Sunshine, good music, and good food! 
*sigh* Even though I loved the white, 
sandy beaches of Jamaica and wished that 
I could stay there forever, I just HAD to 
get back to all of you whom I love oh so 
much!  (Dedication, I know.) Anyway, 
let's get to the "nitty gritty" because my 
inbox has been flooded with questions. 
Coming s traight from the mouth of a 
former beauty queen, let's bite. 
Dear RG, 
It's been difficult to fit in here. I am pretty 
involved in student groups and I go out 
now and then, but I s till don 't feel popu­
lar (ij that 's even possible). Any advice? 
From, 
Only Girl In The World 
Dear OGITW, 
You hit the nail on the head when 
you asked if that was even possible. 
I mean, come on, it's law school! 
Can anyone really be "popular?" I 
think you're already doing the right 
thing by getting involved in student 
groups. It's a great way to meet peo­
ple (nice people, obnoxious people, 
and those in between) . 
I have seen this problem time 
and time again, especially at small 
schools, where you find a self-pro­
fessed "popular crew" -basically, a 
group of people who sat down and 
decided "we're all cool" because we 
are all like super cool, do super cool 
things, at super cool places, at super 
cool times. Honestly, is that really 
what you want? At my undergrad, 
the kids actually made a "cool" list 
and a "hot" list. Are you puking in 
your mouth yet? I am. This isn't high 
school! Superficial friendships and re­
lationships are naught. (Beyond that, 
how hot are law students? Really. ) 
You want to develop substantive 
relationships and have rich experi­
ences and fond memories. Often, you 
will be able to develop those friend­
ships with people who have the same 
interests, or even hate the same things 
that you hate. Don't worry about try­
ing to fit into a mold of what's "cool" 
or "popular." 
You would be surprised to know 
that some of those self-proclaimed 
cool kids felt the same way you do 
now, and this is their chance to "start 
over." It is all just a front. You have 
to remember one thing about law 
students: we all think that we are the 
cream of the crop, whether we realize 
it or not. But the question you want 
to ask yourself is what crop? Is it the 
group that shares your views and 
cares about your interests? Perhaps 
it's the group that doesn't share your 
views but motivates you? Or even the 
group that doesn't share your views 
or interests, but every member enjoys 
your company and you equally enjoy 
theirs? That's all that should matter. 
Keep doing what you're doing­
remain involved in those student 
groups, plan your own activities or 
community service projects, or run 
for a position so you can have more 
of an active role in engaging other 
students. Seriously, if I worried about 
fitting in here, then I would be doing 
a whole lot of worrying, and I am 
far from worried. I love and appreci­
ate the friends that I have, and I am 
pretty sure that you feel the same way 
about yours. So, today, go up to your 
friends and let them know how much 
you appreciate them. 
Now I just have one more thing 
to say: you should be ashamed of 
yourself for trying to be down with 
the "in crowd." Girl, please! In your 
world, the popular crew should be 
where you are! Keep that philosophy, 
and you will always fit in. 
Dear RG, 
I've done a Jew things that I am not ex­
actly proud of I am concerned that some 
people may be talking about me and also 
starting rumors about my private life. 
I do not want to have a bad reputation. 
How do I deal with this ? 
Sincerely, 
Lost My Tiara 
Dear LMT, 
Didn't you ask the right person!?  
Here's my response: who cares? 
Though I would like to keep it 
short and sweet-since, to be honest, 
that really should be your attitude 
towards this stuff (and that's all it re­
ally is, just stujf)-1 will say more only 
because I love love love my readers! 
Here's my bite: you should not 
care about what people have to say 
about you. Everyone will always 
have an opinion, and often it is in­
valid, unwarranted, unsubstantiated 
and any other prefixed word that 
you would like to add. People just 
like to talk. Talk, talk, talk, talk, talk, 
talk as if there is nothing better to do. 
When I'm bored, I read my casebook 
or the Bible; go to the gym; or call my 
family and loved ones. But there are 
some that choose to talk about others 
instead. (Although reading the Bible 
is way more interesting. Just saying.) 
You would think with all of this 
law that we have to learn, people 
would be too busy for this. Guess not. 
But do you know what the worst and 
perhaps the most frightening part is: 
those individuals falsely believe that 
See BEAUTY, page 20 
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Law & Lit 
While the King Was Looking Down 
by Kevitt Adler 
There's a joke that used to make 
the rounds once a year in my un­
dergrad dorm, about the time the 
frosh were doing quantum (yes, 
a l l  freshmen at my undergrad 
learned quantum mechanics, albeit 
in chemistry).  It goes something 
like this. 
Werner  Heis e n berg 's dr iv ing 
down the road when a cop pulls him 
over. The cop walks up and asks him, 
"Sir, do you know how fas t  you were 
going? "  
Heisenberg answers, "No, bu t  I 
know exactly where I was! "  
H i l a rious, I know. ( F o r  the 
uninformed: Heisenberg's uncer­
tainty principle posits an inverse 
relationship between uncertainty 
in an object's position and uncer­
tainty in its momentum. Not that 
that makes the joke much better, 
but there you have it.) 
I bring this up because I recently 
ran into a few related gags, slightly 
more apropos to the ol' law school. 
To wit: 
Werner Heisenberg's driving down 
the road when a cop pulls him over. The 
cop drags him out  of his car and s tarts 
beating him. After a few minutes of 
taking it, Heisenberg complains, "How 
long is this going to las t ? "  
The cop replies, " I  don 't know, but  
I know exactly how m uch energy I 'm 
expending! "  
This one doesn't even have the 
benefit of a good punch line. (If 
you didn't  get it, Heisenberg's 
uncertainty principle can also be 
formulated to describe uncertain­
ties in time and energy.) But it's 
starting to bridge the gap between 
physics and law jokes, and that's 
something I'd like to explore. So 
much turns on a word or a phrase. 
Seeing as this is already a bad joke, 
I don't mind doctoring it a bit. 
Heisenberg, car, etc. The cop drags 
him out  and s tarts beating him. After 
a few m in u tes of taking i t, Heisen­
berg complains, "Can 't you see this 
is excessive force ? "  The cop replies, 
"No, but  I know exactly how fas t  I 'm 
swinging this s tick! " 
My only qualm with this ver­
sion (besides, again, the gener­
ally poor punch line) is that your 
average Joe might already have 
an idea of what "excessive force" 
means-and that's just  not ac­
ceptable where intellectual j okes 
are concerned. As much as I'd like 
to swap that line to "Can't you see 
this violates Tennessee v. Garner?", 
I think that would take away any 
remaining zing. And there wasn't 
much to begin with. 
Let me step back a bit. What 's 
the point ?  you might ask. What's 
the appeal of crafting a joke no one 
understands? I think the answer's  
in the exclusivity of  the  thing. 
Like a good inside j oke you can't 
help but laugh at (Number 37!), the 
idea that those schmucks stand­
ing right there have no idea what 
you're saying makes a joke funnier. 
(Although bystanders might get a 
psychic kick out of it too-think 
noodle incident.) 
Why is that? I'm not entirely 
sure. And I'm definitely not quali­
fied to speculate.  Law school's 
about  as c l ique-laden as  h igh 
school, though, so if anyone gets 
what I'm saying it's you guys (<3) .  
Anyways .  I 'm not  sure the 
Heisenberg joke is salvageable, ex­
cept as an ironic "Ha ha bad j oke" 
sort of thing. (Which, admittedly, 
has its uses. Lots of them . . .  ) 
The last bit of japery I want to 
look at should need no explana­
tion. 
Erwin Schrodinger's driving down 
the road when a cop pulls him over. 
The cop walks up  and says, "Sir, 
could I take a look in your trunk? "  
S chrodinger acquiesces and opens 
the trunk. The cop goes, looks inside, 
and comes back. "Sir, "  he says, "did 
you know you have a dead hooker in 
your trunk? "  
Schrodinger replies, "Well, I do now!" 
Now that's an absolute gold 
mine. E.g . :  
Probable cause-Cop: Sir, is  there 
a dead hooker in your trunk? E . S . :  
Well, officer, the hooker i n  my  trunk is 
in a superposition of the alive and dead 
states, and, without our observing her, 
must  remain so. Cop: You 're under 
arrest. This ain 't Copenhagen, buddy. 
Chain of custody-Cop 's supe­
rior shows up. Cop: I 'll keep an eye 
on the hooker, boss. Sup. :  Don 't worry 
about  i t. She 's in a collapsed s ta te. 
&c. I think that's good for now. 
As you may have noticed, I'm not 
worrying too much about the lit 
half of law & lit. As we explore 
new avenues of humor, keep in 
mind the words of my high school 
driving instructor, setting off-
To s trive, to seek, to find, and not 
to yield. 
(I'm not a very good driver.) 
Questions ? Unfunny n iche-specific 
jokes you 'd like to share with Kevit t ?  
Send him an email a t  rg@umich.edu. 
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Nunc Pro Tunc 
by Sarah Zearfoss 
Director of Admissions 
I used to write a once-in-a-while 
column for the RG devoted to ridicul­
ing the personal statements of hapless 
applicants. But then I got a blog, and, 
although that format doesn't accommo­
date any personal-statement mockery, 
it does suck all the writing energy out 
of me. At the urging of RG' s graduating 
Web Editor Tomek Koszylko, though, 
I have agreed to cooperate in his vi­
sion of producing "the most amazing, 
insightful, funny, soul-healing issue 
the RG has ever seen." Because, as he 
rhetorically queries, what is more soul­
healing than making fun of Law School 
outsiders? Indeed. Yet another example 
of the famed Michigan Law collegiality 
moving me to tears. I present a melange 
of mocking-a smattering of tips on 
what to avoid should you ever again be 
in the unfortunate position of writing a 
personal statement. 
Tip one: Never, ever, ever begin 
by quoting Robert Frost. While Frost 
has an extensive oeuvre, the sole quote 
that I ever see is from The Road Not 
Taken-and it's virtually always, fatally, 
an epigraph. You can get away with 
quoting something trite, but not if you 
think it's momentous enough to set up 
your entire piece. In any event, law is 
not actually the road "less traveled by" 
in any meaningful sense. What exactly 
would a law school applicant be choos­
ing between wh.:;re law school is the less 
obvious path? 
This year, my favorite use of the 
quote preceded a description of how 
law school trumped the lifestyle chosen 
by the applicant's friend, who became a 
drug addict despite their alleged third­
grade pact that neither "would drink 
alcohol, use drugs, or succumb to any 
other negative influence." I have done 
no research, bu·t is the number of people 
who become hopeless drug addicts 
actually larger than the number who 
become lawyers? Isn't "drug addict" 
really the less traveled path? If less-
traveled-ness were truly important to 
me, I should have admitted the friend. 
Tip two: Have a point. I am often 
called upon to reassure applicants 
that it is not necessary to explain why 
exactly you want to go to law school; 
indeed, unless your reason is more 
captivating than most, you're better 
off not addressing it. But that should 
not be understood to mean that you 
do not need any theme whatsoever. 
Likewise, while I am often very fond of 
the format that relays some compelling 
life vignette, ideally the vignette will 
illustrate something relevant to why I 
might want to admit you to law school. 
One young man who failed to meet 
that test this year devoted almost 700 
words to his first experience of naked 
group bathing in Japan. That was it. It 
was purely descriptive; no point was 
being made. The concluding sentence 
read simply: "In that moment, I felt 
more comfortable with myself and my 
surroundings, even in the presence of 
thirty naked Japanese men, than I had 
since arriving in Japan." Okey dokey, but 
since we don't have group bathing facili­
ties in Hutchins Hall, I just didn't care. 
Tip three: For the love of all that 
is decent, write in the first person. A 
lovely law school admissions director, 
earnest and hard-working, spends lots 
of time reading law school applications, 
and she really reacts negatively to the 
third-person device. 
People employ this device out of 
discomfort with writing about them­
selves, and I'm sympathetic. Nonethe­
less, whether in first or third person, 
you're still writing about yourself; 
in the third person, though, you're 
sounding ridiculous when you do it. 
And something about the device seems 
to set loose the inner narcissist; that 
sense of discomfort might have been 
an excellent check on intolerable brag­
giness. Example: 
Once upon a time on top of a mesa . . .  
there lived a young girl named [Mary]. She 
lived an idyllic . . .  life . . .  [Mary] absorbed the 
cultural richness that surrounded her, al­
most without realizing it . . .  [Mary] loved to 
read, and her most feared punishment was 
having her book taken away. Fortunately, 
she was rarely punished . . .  She learned 
to lead at a very young age, and she fell 
naturally into leadership roles throughout 
her youth. 
Blah blah blah. Suffice it to say, she 
excels in sports and plans to save the 
world. She'll just have to do it without 
a Michigan Law degree. 
Alternatively, the desire for distance 
can lead to complete weirdness. Read 
the following, knowing that the last 
paragraph gives the big reveal that E 
and the author are one and the same: 
Everything in E 's life changed in an 
instant [on the day he was diagnosed with 
diabetes] .. .He told me his plans, his goals, 
his dreams . . .  [but] his future seemed to 
have vanished in one second . . . .  I tried my 
best to reason with E, but to no avail . . .! 
knew, and he knew, that inside he was 
always different. . . [But] I told E that he 
was not the only person in the world with 
diabetes . . .  Despite my frequent interac­
tions with E, it took him a long time to 
accept and move on. 
I am endlessly entertained by the 
part about how E and the author have 
"frequent interactions." Really? Only 
frequent? Not, like, constant? Thank 
you very much for your application, 
Sybil, but we're going in a different 
direction. 
When she is not collecting awful personal 
statements, sharing morsels of wisdom on 
her "A2Z" blog, http://www.law.umich. 
edu/connection/a2z, admitting law stu­
dents, convincing disheartened admitted 
law students like me that no, their admis­
sion was not a mistake, and managing all 
her family affairs, Dean Zearfoss enjoys 
tearing up pictures of kittens while sipping 
a nice Cabernet. Comments or requests ? 
Email us at rg@umich.edu. 
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such chatter has significance. And 
who controls that? You do. Don't 
allow the opinions of others to af­
fect your morale and alter what you 
think about yourself. You should be 
confident in who you are and what 
you know to be true. You should rel­
ish the fact that there are people who 
care about you, love you, and do not 
want to hurt you-your family and 
friends. As long as you know that you 
are a good person, then all you can 
do is continue being a good person 
and that quality will manifest itself. 
When you hear all that junk that's 
being said, simply flip your hair and 
walk away. Your strength will con­
fuse them and, sooner or later, that 
will be the only thing that they are left 
to talk about-how strong you are. 
Now that's addressing the untrue 
statements .  As far as the rumors 
about things that are true but private, 
I can only say one thing: agency. Try 
not to do things that you aren't going 
to be proud of. I know that it is easier 
said than done, but you must always 
think about your conduct. You should 
always be able to trust your friends 
and, if you can't, then maybe you 
need to re-assess your friendships. 
You want to be around people who 
can keep your secrets. You want to be 
around people who will love you for 
who you are-flaws and all. 
Remember, you are not perfect! 
No one is. So, don't try to act like it 
(although, a girl can always strive). 
Don't be concerned with what others 
think about you. Just keep strutting 
your stuff and acting like you're the 
Queen of Amazing! And always 
remember to keep it classy. To the 
haters, ask one question and one 
question only: "You mad?" 
I'll leave you with this, stolen from 
Ms. Rihanna herself (with a little 
tweaking of course): Look in the mirror 
and say, "sticks and stones may break my 
bones, but I excite me! " 
Chew on that. 
Send Chaka your questions and com­
ments at rg@umich.edu. 
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